Terms of Use
Please read these Terms of Use carefully before using this website or submitting any
information as they affect your legal rights and obligations.
This website is an online information site published by WTM Publishing and
Communications Pty Ltd (ACN 103 136 778) (“WTMP&C”). It contains and consists
of information, content and interactive services created, provided and contributed by
WTMP&C, World Transformation Movement (ACN 003 930 023) (“WTMA”), World
Transformation Movement, Inc. (“WTMI”), Fedmex Pty Ltd (ACN 096 099 286)
(“Fedmex”) and other parties and individuals including World Transformation Movement
Centres located around the world (all these entities and individuals collectively referred
to as the “WTM Contributors”). Each time you use or access this website or its interactive
services you agree to be bound by the terms, conditions and notices on this webpage as
amended from time to time (“Terms of Use”). In addition, if you are using a particular
service on this website, you will be subject to any rules or guidelines applicable to
those services, and they are incorporated by reference within these Terms of Use. Please
read our Privacy Policy, which is incorporated within these Terms of Use by reference.
WTMP&C reserves the right to change, modify, add or remove sections of the Terms of
Use at any time. Please check this page periodically for modifications. If you do not agree
to be bound by the Terms of Use, do not use or download material from this website and
do not provide or submit content or information to this website.
1 Copyright and Trademark protection

The materials on this site (including site layout, design, text, images, graphics and audiovisual material) are published by WTMP&C under licence from Fedmex and are protected
by Australian copyright laws and international copyright treaty provisions. You may not
publish, copy, display, distribute, transmit, perform, modify, create derivative works from,
or sell any information, products or services obtained from this site, except as otherwise
expressly permitted under applicable law or as described in these Terms of Use.
2 Downloading material

You may print or download content and materials on the site for your personal, noncommercial use, provided that you keep intact all copyright and other proprietary notices.
Apart from any fair dealing for the purposes of private study, research, criticism or review,
as permitted by the Copyright Act 1968 (Australia), no part may be reproduced by any
process without written permission unless expressly provided for within the Terms of Use.
Use of content and materials on this site for any purpose not expressly permitted in the
Terms of Use is prohibited. For enquiries see section 10 below.
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3 Your conduct

By using this website or any service provided in connection with it, you agree that:
(i) you will not provide or submit any content or conduct that may be construed as:
unlawful; illegal; threatening; harmful; abusive; harassing; stalking; tortious; defamatory;
vulgar; obscene; offensive; objectionable; pornographic; designed to interfere with
or disrupt the operation of this website or any service provided; infected with a virus
or other harmful programming routine; giving rise to any civil or criminal liability;
or in violation of any applicable local, national or international law; (ii) you will not
impersonate or misrepresent your association with any person or entity; you will not
forge or otherwise seek to conceal or misrepresent the origin of any content provided by
you; (iii) you will not collect or harvest information about other users; (iv) you will not
provide or submit any content that may give rise to any of WTMP&C, Fedmex, the other
WTM Contributors, or any of their respective directors, officers, shareholders, members,
volunteers, subsidiaries, affiliates, agents, licensors or content providers being held
civilly or criminally liable, or that may be considered a violation of any local, national or
international law, including, but not limited to, laws relating to copyright or trademarks.
4 Submission of content to this website

By providing or submitting any content or information to this website or to WTMP&C,
WTMA, WTMI or Fedmex by any means, subject to the obligation to keep any confidential
personal information you have submitted confidential: (i) you agree to grant each of
WTMP&C, WTMA, WTMI and Fedmex a worldwide, royalty-free, perpetual, nonexclusive right and license (including any moral rights or other necessary rights) to
use, display, reproduce, modify, adapt, publish, distribute, perform, promote, archive,
translate, and to create derivative works and compilations, in whole or in part, in relation
to such content or information. Such license will apply with respect to any form, media,
technology already known at the time of provision or developed subsequently; (ii) you
warrant and represent that you have all legal, moral, and other rights that may be necessary
to grant each of WTMP&C, WTMA, WTMI and Fedmex the license specified in this section
4; (iii) you acknowledge and agree the licence granted to each of WTMP&C, WTMA,
WTMI and Fedmex may be assigned or transferred by any of them to any third party
without notice to you; (iv) you acknowledge and agree that WTMP&C will have the right
(but not obligation), at its discretion, to refuse to publish, or to remove, or to block access
to any content you provide, at any time and for any reason, with or without notice to you.
5 Limitation of liability
WTMP&C, Fedmex and the other WTM Contributors seek to provoke discussion and

thought. They recognise that some people find the ideas and theories put forward on this
website confronting or difficult to accept. As is emphasised in all major WTM publications
and in FAQs 1.19* & 3.10* available on this website, please be aware that the WTM
Contributors cannot provide personal advice and the information provided should not be
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used as, or as a substitute for, professional counselling. If you suffer from or have a history
of serious mental health issues or psychological instability you should not act on the basis
of anything contained on this website or communicated to you by any WTM Contributor
without first obtaining professional advice specific to your circumstances. Never disregard
professional mental health or medical advice or delay in seeking treatment because of
something you have seen on this website or received in communications from any WTM
Contributor. You must make your own assessment of the information contained on this
website or in communications from any WTM Contributor and, if you choose to rely on it,
it is wholly at your own risk. If you suffer from or have a history of serious mental health
issues or psychological instability you should heed the warnings about how confronting
the issue of the human condition can be and seek advice from your healthcare professional
about becoming or continuing to be involved in any of the WTM Contributors’ activities.
You agree that in no event shall any of WTMP&C, Fedmex, the other WTM Contributors or
any of their respective directors, officers, shareholders, members, volunteers, subsidiaries,
affiliates, agents, licensors or content providers be liable for any damage whatsoever
arising out of reading, using or relying on any part of the website. In particular, you agree
that none of WTMP&C, Fedmex, the other WTM Contributors or any of their respective
directors, officers, shareholders, members, volunteers, subsidiaries, affiliates, agents,
licensors or content providers will be liable for any direct, indirect, special, incidental
punitive, or consequential damages, for personal injury, psychiatric damage, lost profits,
loss of revenue, or loss of use, whether such damage, damages, or losses arise in contract,
negligence, tort, statute, equity, law or otherwise.
6 Indemnification

To the extent permitted by law, you agree to indemnify each of WTMP&C, Fedmex, the
other WTM Contributors and their respective directors, officers, shareholders, members,
volunteers, subsidiaries, affiliates, agents, licensors from and against all losses, expenses,
damages and costs arising from or relating to your use of this website or any failure to
comply with these Terms of Use.
7 Governing Law

These Terms of Use are governed by the laws of Australia and the state of New South
Wales. In the event of a dispute arising from or relating to your use of this website, you
submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the state of New South Wales.
8 Copyright

This website is operated, and the information on it published, by WTMP&C under
licence from Fedmex and is protected by copyright under the laws of Australia and other
countries.
Copyright © Fedmex Pty Ltd (ACN 096 099 286) 1998-2019. All rights reserved.
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9 Trademarks

‘WTM’, ‘WORLD TRANSFORMATION MOVEMENT’ and the WTM logo of ‘the armsraised man before the rising sun’ are trade marks of Fedmex. Except as permitted by the
applicable laws, you are prohibited from using any of the marks appearing on this site
without written consent from the respective trade marks owners.
10 Enquiries

To request copies or copyright clearance to reproduce materials that are displayed on this
site, contact:
WTM Publishing and Communications Pty Ltd
GPO Box 5095
Sydney, NSW 2001
Email: info@wtmpublishing.com*

Published by WTM Publishing and Communications Pty Ltd (ACN 103 136 778)
All inquiries to: WORLD TRANSFORMATION MOVEMENT® (WTM®)
Email: info@worldtransformation.com Website: www.humancondition.com
COPYRIGHT NOTICE: This document is protected by Australian copyright laws and international
copyright treaty provisions. All rights are reserved. No part of this document may be reproduced by any
process without written permission from the copyright owner. The moral rights of the authors are asserted.
Copyright © Fedmex Pty Ltd (ACN 096 099 286) 2020.
The artwork and charts by Jeremy Griffith, copyright © Fedmex Pty Ltd (ACN 096 099 286) 1960-2020.
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